
Callsign Back story
  

Angry Dragon Had to shorten her callsign to Dragon after urban dictionary became popular but it was on a jet for awhile.
ATIS Would never stop talking.  Fucking loop recording.

Azzfache Since they wouldn't let us paint Assface on a jet for some reason
2-bar little Asian dude whose eyes, obviously, were not wide enough to support a 6-bar scan
BB short for Brian Boitano, because "faggot" was inappropriat

Beaker Looks just like the Muppet. (Now a CAG).
Beemer short for BMW, broke my wiener, crazy chick broke his Dick in key west
Bender Overmann
BLIDA body like I'm dying of AIDS
Blorky drank and looked like Bluto from Animal House, but was still retarded like Corky.
BoA Bag of Ass

B.O.R. Box of Rocks
Box Hillicker

Boxcar Tomcat RIO with an affinity for gentlemen from the Hobo squadron.  "Hobos ride in BOXCAR"
Brokeback Mountain

Bucket (Chick pilot) -  the airwing's cum-bucket. 
Buckethead Just look at that dude's fucking head

BUDA Big Ugly Dumb Animal
BUMA Bottle Up My Ass
Bunza Steelman
BUSH Would not watch porn in the ship ready room.  Or cuss.  WTF?
Buster Hymen
Carnie Wilson.  fat chick from Wilson Phillips, his last name was Wilson
Catfish A bottom feeder
Chet Looks just like Chet from Weird Science

CHIMBO Chick In a Man's Body
Chum Dude got his foot caught in a speedboat propeller in flight school
Clint Toris

Cockin Bush
Coots Constantly Overemphasizes Own Tactical Signifigance
Corky because you can't put "Retard" on a jet
Craven Dick
CSAR Can't Swim and Run (DQ'd from swim/phys refresher then fell out of a .8 mile squadron run at the .5 mile point)
Cunny Langis
DALIS DumbAss Locked In Sim

DAMSEL Drunk And Missing Since Eleven Local
DB Dog Balls

Dicko Steele
Didja Baller

DidMMO He did the Maintenance Officer
Divot 20 yo dude with a bald patch on the back of his head like someone took a divot out of it with a pitching wedge...then was arrested for soliciting porn from under aged girls and is now serving an extended sentence in a federal pound me in the ass prison
DOM Diarrhea of Mouth

Donger Asian dude looked just like Donger from 16 Candles.  Harrroooo sexy lady!  No more yanky my wanky, Donger need food.
Dora dude was tricked into searching internet porn on the boat by turning on google safe search...DORA the internet porn explorer

DOVE dick opposed to vaginal entry...caught in an admin in Busan having anal sex in the admin shower with the new helo chick
Dr. Dreidel Black Jewish pilot

DUFA Doesn't Understand Flying Anyway
Enya DeRespinis (as in 'der is penis in ya)

Eskibro Black flighter guy from Alaska
Face Shot Got shot in the face accidentally at a party

F.A.G. Forgot Arresting Gear
Farquaad Looked just like the little dude from Shrek

FASM fucked a slow mover ---she married a Helo guy
FEBE Fighter Even, Bogey Even, after a mid-air in Fallon both lived through
Finch Shot himself with a Five inch HE round. Thing disintegrated coming out of the tube and impacted below the LEX right next to the WSO
FISH Fuck is she huge

Fisty-mcbeef-punch We combined three good call signs for the next FNG having never met him.  In walks a huge ogre looking dude, perfect fit.  Instantly Fisty for life having never spoken a word
Flo found with a stripper dancing over his face with a tampon string dangling down on him
FTB Foam the Butthole

Fokker Hit a female AF Officer in the face with a volleyball spike
FROG Fucking Really Old Guy
Frogger Got hit by a car crossing Duval and went over the top and down the back, got back up
Frumba Hines
Fudge Paquin, Packer
Gasm Orr

Gilligan Skippers Little Buddy
GISM Gee, I shot myself
Glib Ghost's Little Insignificant Bitch

Goalie a chick no one could score on
Goblin Cox
Gonkey half asian/half white guy - seamless merge of gook and honkey.
GOTE Gonorrhea Of The Eye after his got infected on WESTPAC. 
Gulf Gear Up Landing Fentress

Groper Mackenzie.  in Hiroshima coming out of a bar, Spuds he kept hanging all over our female flight doc telling her how much he loved her. Finally she exclaimed "Spuds would you stop  gropping me!!!
GYSM GaY SpaceMan (pronounced Jizzum. Dude looked like the sexually questionable Scientologist, Tom Cruise)

Handsex if you are a 1stLT checking into a squadron and some old Major calls you "Handsex", don't get mad and cuss at the old major, Handsex will be your new callsign and it will go on the side of a jet.
Haveno Johnson (chick)
Huge Orgain
HYFI "Harris, You Fucking Idiot."  (Now an Admiral)
Icey Mike Herbert.  According to Maxim, an "Icey Mike" is a frozen, semen-filled condom.  In walks fng Mike.
Itchy Balsitis
Jack Imhoff

JAWA Just Another Walborn Asshole
Judy Never shuts up

JUGEN-OFF started out as Joined Up Gear Extended, then Joined Up Gear Extended Naked after he got locked out of a hotel room on a port call while butt-ass naked.  The -OFF was added just because.
Junk Bonz

Kelvin Absolute zero
Kemo Asian dude but looked like Kemo Sabe from Lone Ranger

Knife-a-whitey Caponigro
LAMB CHOP Little angry man-boy can't handle our program
LAMB CHOP Lacks All Military Bearing, Colonel Hates Oklahoma Pilots
LAMPSHADE Lets A Midget Paint Snake Head Around Diminutive Erection. - first trip to Key West, ended up naked at the garden of eden. 



Later Bilyou
Lenny because you can't put "Retard" on a jet

Leno Looks like Jay Leno
Lick Mahwhinney

Lickma Boles
Link so unevolved and such a knuckle dragged that science declared him to be the missing evolutionary link between man and monkey

LoJack FNG that was such a liberty risk(he liked to blow shit up..with home made pipe bombs) that the CO wanted an ankle tracker put on him.
LOTHAR Brit exchange pilot - Loser Of THe American Revolution

Macho Married A Cheating HO
Maker Hollar, Tingle

MEATLOAF My EWOs Are Terrible, Loser Of the Amerine Family. Growler pilot, who had multiple older brothers who were single seat hornet TOPGUN drivers. Hated flying with EWOs
Merlin because her vag was as loose and floppy as Merlin's sleeve.

MERman Pickled both MERs on a bombing
Mitts had a gland issue where his hands look like bratwursts
Mohel tanking nip the tip
MOTO Master of the Obvious

Mr. Burns caught himself on fire doing Flaming Dr. Pepper shots at Wall Street in Roppongi at 6 in the morning.  I was there.
NaCl super salty dude

NADS Not A Dancing Stripper. She slid down a stripper pole in Darwin and split her forehead wide open. We super glued it shut. 
NAFTA Not another Fucking Texas Aggie
NAIL Nail showed up with the callsign Lurch. Well that won't do! Already have a Lurch.  Quickly became Nail...New And Improved Lurch!  
NASA N/A on the SA

Nashville Site of the worst trainwreck in US history.  And it was a pilot's wife - don't know if that matters.
NATASHA Non Tanking Shithead

NoMo No Male Organ
Nuprin another little Asian guy.  Little. Yellow. Different.
Nuts Underwood

OTO0L One Take Off Zero Landings.  Middy that went flying with VFC-13 on stash, 13 minutes into flight got t-boned by a hornet, had to eject.  
"P" last name enos 

PADI Psychotic Anti-Social Diving Idiot. thought it would be a good idea to overcome his fear of being underwater by getting his scuba qual while on a port call in Guam.  He was banned from Gab Gab Beach after making his female instructor cry in front of everyone
Paps Meers

Pigger She was that big
PLUMBR Please Lord Unlock My Bomb Racks

Poodini took a cockpit shit and somehow removed and put back on a drysuit to do it and then trapped
Possum puked on stewardesses stunk up McGillicuddy's
PotSea pedophile of the sea - found with an apparent underage woman
Psycho please shut your cake hole
PWOC Pensacola Wings of Crap
PWOC Punched While Ogling Cock
Rabbit Had like 9 kids
Radio because you can't put "Retard" on a jet
RISO Runs Into Shit Often

Romo's Bitch Fuck that guy
RooBar dude got run over by a Land Cruiser with a Kangaroo Bar on it in Perth
Roomba randomly sucking all day

Rosie Palmer
Rub Morgan

Sandusky's e2 NFo who looked like he was 12 and perhaps belonged to jerry Sandusky.
Scro Odom

SCUBA Semi-Combative Underwater Belligerent Asshole. thought it would be a good idea to overcome his fear of being underwater by getting his scuba qual while on a port call in Guam.  He was banned from Gab Gab Beach after making his female instructor cry in front of everyone
Seagull to get him to fly you had to throw rocks at him
SHAD She Has A Dick

Shinique SHIttyTechNIQUE
Shi'thead PC version of Shit Head

Shit Truck got run over by an Ethiopian driven shit truck while doing a preflight for Delta.
SHILOC shit in lieu of combat
SHMIHK SHit Myself In hong Kong. Spy for 94 on cruise found himself in hack after that. Until we pulled into Perth and it was updated. SHMIK-P. He was standing there talking to someone in their admin... scarred for life
Shrimper Hangs out all day on a KW det with a gay dude who buys him drinks and even tually a nice shrimp dinner with wine.  Gay dude drives Shrimper back to Fly Navy, and short of the gate, drops trou and says he is due payment.

Skip Jeffries.  Tied the lowalt record by hitting the deck on low angle strafe pullout and LIVED.
Sloth Had only 1 speed, zero

SLUFF Short little ugly fat fucker
SmackMy Bishop
SMEETAL Subject Matter Expert Except Take Off And Landing

SMIV shit myself in Victoria
SNAP Langbean
SNAP Sensitive new-age pilot
SOF-D Supersonic Over Fallon - Dipshit

SOLLOP Son Of Longshanks Lover Of Paul).  Dude looked like the gay prince son in Braveheart.  
Speedbump Will just slow you down and piss you off

Spot Sorry Product of Trouser
SPOTAN NATOPS backwards

Spunk Connor
Spurt Seimen

Stanley A tool
STAP Shorter Than Average Penis.  Callsign given by his wife/WSO. Ouch.   LTAV?
Stickit Emme
Stool Could clear the LSO platform with his farts
Sucka Blackwood

SUMAT Shut up men are talking
Sunshine Chick pilot who dated different Harrier guys. Named for Sunshine Peak.  place where everyone went to dump their load up at 29 stumps.

Sup Niccus.    Bwaaahaaaaahahaaaha 
Tapper Moore.  (USAF).  When the group commander said he could not have that on the side of the jet, the dude went had had his first name legally changed to Tapper. True story. 

TG "That Guy"
The Gimp Flight school roomate came home to find him hammering away at a chick bent over (and cuffed to) a sawhorse with a gagball in her mouf 
Tiedown Had nipples pierced as a JO

Tike think I know everything
TISL Time In Squadron Limited, and evolved to TISEL Time in Squadron EXTREMELY Limited, and finished with the IA designator TISELIA as the odds on favorite JO to get the next Individual Augment billet.
TITA Two In The Ass. Last name Hull

TORO liked to give blow jobs to 0-4s and 0-5s.  aka the leaf blower
Touchdown Touch of Down Syndrome

Tri-tip dude got his dick pierced, but they f'd it up and went clean through his pee hole.  Now he pisses 3 streams.  True story. 
TSU this side up - after landing launch bar down and flipping a jet

Two Dogs  
Turd Left callsign space blank on Coffee Mess form



UMA UnManned Aircraft (chick pilot)
Undra Cheever

WAMF Weird Ass-MotherFucker
Wedge The simplest tool

WIMBO Why is My Basket Out, landed with the tanking basket bouncing down the runway

Whiz Came back to ship ass-faced and pissed in CAG's eggs.  Permanent LT.
Yogurt Cannon

Zer Leeuw


